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I don't have to tell you that more and more people want to start their own home business. Whether they

are tired of thir boss, hate their job, are stay at home mom's, or are out of work, so many people need to

put more dollars in their bank account. Often this group of people are also a desperate niche, with

mounting debt taking over their lives, bills piling up, they really need to find out how they can put more

money in their pockets and they need it today. Here is your golden opportunity to provide solid and usable

information for peole who want to leanr how they to can make money with their own home business, even

if your not an expert or authority on the subject. Your site and your name could be seen as the

go-to-person and expert in the niche. You could use this website as a base to grow your own home

business and work from home following, or build a large list of cash-in-hand prospects, who want to know

how to start their own home business. Best yet is that this niche is the perfect cross over into so many
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other niches such as affiliate marketing, internet marketing and many more subjects. you won't run out of

items to promote any time soon. This niche is also an evergreen niche, meaning it will always be around,

there will always be people with money problems or looking to make more money. It's not something that

is going to go away. It's not a one-time fad or tend that will fade. The sky is the limit with this website and

it could be yours today! You'll be getting a content pre-loaded Home Business Website. It comes

pre-loaded with 21 high quality text posts. It also comes pre-loaded with advertising, plug-ins, video

pages and much more. The work has already been done for you! Save yourself time and frustration with

this pre-loaded web site. No more designing or building from scratch. Take the easy more profitable

route. Your Home Business Website Features include: Comes with a Custom Magazine style theme and

layout. You can change around how every you want. It even comes with a scrolling featured section to

give your site the professional touch. It also comes with a blank JPG image for the header, so you can

brand it or change it how you'd like. Add your name or website, or anything else you'd like to the header.

Make it your very own. Google Analytics to track your visitors and web traffic Site Map so it makes

visitors, and more importantly, the search engines easier to find all of your content. Content posts

Preloaded and already on the site, the content has been done for you. Plug-in's Pre-Loaded and

Ready-to-go RSS Feeds to spread your content around the world wide web Video pages from YouTube

with related home business and work from home videos. Social marketing buttons on each post so your

visitors can "spread the word" about your site. We've included the Sexy Bookmarks plug-in that includes

professional graphics and it's even animated, giving your site the quality touch and unique touch. There is

more... Your New Home Business web site Covers the following topics: Home Business Articles Home

Business Careers Home Business Information Home Business Tips Check out a Fully Working Demo

Here: Home Business You will also be getting 2 home business and work from home related video pages:

Online Home Business Videos Start Home Business Video's These Video clips are embeded right into

your website, which means your visitors can watch the video's right on your website, that could mean

return visitors and possible viral traffic to your site. You site could be a source of needed information for

web surfers. Gain the Advantage in the Search Engines with these Built in Features: SEO Plug-in to help

get your website to the top of the Search Engines. Site Map so the search engines can find every single

page on your site and it gives you more opportunities to get pages ranked and getting some sweet search

engine traffic. Search Engine Friendly URL's to make the search engines love your site even more. Home



business and work from home related post tags, which means more web pages for the search engines to

find and rank! We even custom coded a tag cloud built right into the main page for you. Revenue Model:

Built in adsense advertising - 2 Adsense ad spots per page Pre-loaded Clickbank Advertising built right

into the site for you. Simply change the affiliate id and your done. Or add any type of advertising you'd

like, it's your site to do what you want with it. Change it any way you'd like. Everything is included... You

will be getting everything you need to have your very own Home Business Website and it only takes very

little time to get it online and running. For many people it takes 20 minute or less to install and set up.

Everything is included. The site runs on latest version of Wordpress (version 3.3.1), so you know it's very

easy to manage and maintain. Get your site now and get in on the Huge high paying home business

market Today! The package includes the documentation showing how to install and set it up. The sites

are also very easy to add new content, edit the current content, or change the site as you wish. You make

it your own. It's your website to do with what you will. Adding new content is as simple as typing. Product

Rights: [NO] Can be given away [YES] Can be packaged [YES] Can be offered as a bonus [YES] Can be

edited completely and your name put on it [YES] Can be added to paid membership sites [YES] Can be

offered through auction sites [YES] Can sell Resale Rights [NO] Can sell Master Resale Rights [NO] Can

sell Private Label Rights [YES] Those you Sell to can Edit Package as they want
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